Content Based Image Retrieval Using Perceptual Hashing
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ABSTRACT

Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) is becoming effective source for fast retrieval on Image database for current internet world as it contains large collections of images. Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) is a technique which uses visual features of image such as color, shape and texture to search user required image from large image database according to user's requests in the form of a query image. In this paper, CBIR using Perceptual hashing is implemented with feature extraction techniques like Color histogram, Gabor filters, and Canny's edge detection. The hash codes are generated for feature extracted images and similarity measure is computed for retrieved images. By using hashing codes, we can achieve linear search time complexity and can speed up the retrieving process.

INTRODUCTION

Content based image retrieval is efficient and fast growing research area which helps to retrieve images from large database automatically. CBIR works directly on images and not on the text annotation of the image. With this, CBIR system can be fully automated by the indexing of the image database and free from human dependence. In general, User make query on CBIR system by submitting a query image. In the background, the system evaluates the similarity between the query image and the images in the database. In general, CBIR system use features like color and texture for image indexing and retrieval as well as shape information, spatial relationship between regions, salient points and so on.

The information gained by feature extraction is used to measure similarity between the images. Images are represented by points in the high dimensional feature space. Each extent of the feature corresponds to one dimension in the feature space. A metric is defined to calculate the actual similarity between two points. This section introduces three features: color, texture and shape, which are used most often to extract the features of an image.

Color:

The color feature is one of the most simple and widely used visual feature in content-based image retrieval. It is relatively robust to background complication and independent of image size and orientation. The most universal method is color histogram. This technique describes the proportion of pixels of each color in an image. Color histogram is divided into global color histogram and local color histogram. A color histogram is a type of bar graph, where each bar represents a particular color of the color space being used. The bars in a color histogram are referred to as bins and they represent the x-axis. The number of bins depends on the number of colors in an image. The y-axis denotes the number of pixels that are in each bin.

Texture:

Texture is innate property of all surfaces that describes visual patterns, each having properties of homogeneity. It contains important information about the structural arrangement of the surface. Gabor wavelet is widely adopted to extract texture from the images for retrieval. Basically Gabor filters are a group of wavelets, with each wavelet capturing energy at a specific frequency and specific orientation. The scale and
orientation tunable property of Gabor filter makes it especially useful for texture analysis. These enable filtering in the frequency and spatial domain.

**Shape:**
Shape may be defined as the characteristic surface configuration of an object; an outline or contour. It permits an object to be distinguished from its surroundings by its outline. Shape feature can be generally divided into two categories, Boundary-based and Region-based. Boundary-based representation uses the outer boundary of the shape. So to reduce complexity, image is converted into gray scale image. Edge Detection is carried out at the sharp edges on the images. Edges in images are areas with strong intensity. Here, edge detection is done by using Canny’s algorithm.

1. **Related works:**
Content based image retrieval for general-purpose image databases is a highly challenging problem because of the large size of the database, the difficulty of understanding images, both by people and computers, the difficulty of formulating a query, and the issue of evaluating results properly.

Suresh Kumar natarajan et al, implemented CBIR using Perceptual hashing for medical images that result in accurate retrieval of images.

Henning Mullar et al, used techniques that help in retrieval of medical images in field of radiology. Using Hash function by Harsh Kumar Sarohi st al, gives very fast retrieval time and low computation cost. This is done by applying feature extraction and generating hash value to retrieve images through similarity measure.

Christoph Zauner analyzed different functions of Perceptual hashing. Here, Block mean value based function is used that helps to retrieve images faster and provides high performance speed. Hash value is generated as binary sequence and similarity between two hash values are measured. Abhijeet Mallick et al, implemented feature extraction techniques with different metrics that leads to high accuracy. The feature extraction for the image was implemented in color techniques. The techniques for other features like shape and texture were also implemented for the retrieval of images.

Akshay Alex et al, improved retrieval process directly on image solving text based process. Using feature extraction, the images are retrieved faster and automatically process on image. Low-level features are implemented for feature extraction which helps to retrieve images without keywords.

Text based retrieval doesn’t provide good process in sketched images. CBIR achieves using features for various applications. The edge histogram descriptor used by Pavani,S.,et al, results in poor sketches and more similarity is to be achieved.

Mangijao Singh,S.,et al, implemented the texture and color features during segmentation from pixels or small blocks. Such features do not properly represent the property of an entire region; thus it is necessary to study feature extraction from the whole region after segmentation.

Ramesh Kumar , A., et al, analyzed that the color histogram is constructed by quantizing the colors within the image and by counting the number of pixels of each color. The feature vector of an image has to be derived from the histograms of its color components. Then it has to set the number of bins in the color histogram to obtain the feature vector of desired size.

Navneet Kaur ,et al, described that the retrieval of information has to be given to the users along with the description of the result sets.

2. **Methodology:**
To search and retrieve images from large database, CBIR system is introduced to solve the problems of text-based image retrieval. CBIR uses low level features like color, texture and shape. The overall proposed block diagram is given in Fig.1. To extract features of image color histogram, Gabor filter and Canny’s edge detection are used. The features are extracted from query image and images in database. The Hashing is used to speed up the retrieving process. Similarity measure is implemented using Euclidean distance. Then, the similar images are retrieved.
3. Feature extraction:

Feature extraction plays an important role in content-based image retrieval to support for efficient and fast retrieval of similar images from image databases. The feature is defined as a function of one or more measurements, each of which specifies some quantifiable property of an object, and is computed such that it quantifies some significant characteristics of the object. The low-level features are color, texture, and shape.

**Color histogram:**

The color histogram is obtained by quantizing image colors into discrete levels and then counting the number of times each discrete color occurs in the image. In color histograms, quantization is a process where number of bins is reduced by taking colors that are similar to each other and placing them in the same bin. Each image in the database is computed to obtain the color histogram, which shows the proportion of pixels of each color within the image. The search by specifying the query image, the system registers the proportion of each color of the query image and goes through all images in the database to find the images whose color histograms match with the query most closely. A color histogram $H$ for a given image is defined as a vector:

$$H = \{H[0], H[1], H[2], \ldots, H[i], \ldots, H[n]\}$$ (1)

Where ‘$i$’ represents color in the color histogram $[i]$ is the number of pixels in color ‘$i$’ in that image and ‘$n$’ is the number of bins in the color histogram.

5. **Gabor filter:**

It is a linear filter used for frequency and orientation representation. Since this requires computation of binary orthogonal wavelets which result in time consuming. Therefore, filter with various scales and rotations are implemented resulting in array of magnitudes. The following mean and standard deviation of the magnitude of the transformed coefficients are used to represent the homogenous texture feature of the region.

The 2-D Gabor function can be specified by the frequency of the sinusoid $W_x$ and the standard deviation $\sigma_x$ and $\sigma_y$ of the Gaussian envelope as:

$$g(x, y) = \frac{1}{\sigma_x \sigma_y} \exp \left( -\frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{x^2}{\sigma_x^2} + \frac{y^2}{\sigma_y^2} \right) \right) + 2\pi i W_x$$ (2)

6. **Canny’s edge detection:**

In shape extraction, edge detection is carried out to get outer boundary of the image. Edge detection leads to removal of noise that result in blurred version of the image. Here edge detection is done by using Canny’s algorithm. The Canny edge detector finds noise present in the image by applying threshold. This results in boundary shape of the image.

7. **Perceptual hashing:**

Perceptual hashing is a robust algorithm widely used for content identification. Block-mean perceptual hashing algorithm is used where the algorithm takes the color pixels of an image to generate the hash value. The Perceptual hash is reliable and fastest algorithm to retrieve images. The hash value is generated by observing the color pixel and its average color pixel value. Hash bit is generated, with respect to the average of total color pixels.
8. Euclidean Distance:
Euclidean Distance, a nearest neighbor classifier is used for classification. Find the maximum distances between the feature database and projected query image which provides similar images.

\[ \text{Euclidean Distance} = \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (Q_i - D_i)^2} \]  

(3)

Where Q and D are feature vectors of the Query image and database image.

9. Results:
In this section, the results obtained on Corel dataset. The experiments are carried out in Matlab with Intel processor 2.10 GHz with 3GB RAM.

10. Dataset:
Sample images from Corel dataset are shown in Fig.

![Sample database images](image)

Fig. 2: Sample database images

11. Performance Analysis:
The retrieval results are a list of images ranked by their similarities measured with the query image. The experiment was carried out with the number of retrieved images set as 10 to compute the average precision and recall.

Precision \( P \) is defined as the ratio of the number of retrieved relevant images to the total number of retrieved images. Precision measures the accuracy of the retrieval.

\[ \text{Precision} = \frac{\text{No. of relevant images retrieved}}{\text{Total no. of images retrieved}} \]

Recall is defined by \( R \) and is defined as the ratio of the number of retrieved relevant images to the total number of relevant images in the whole database. Recall measures the robustness of the retrieval.

\[ \text{Recall} = \frac{\text{No. of relevant images retrieved}}{\text{Total no. of relevant images}} \]

On an average the overall performance accuracy of the proposed method is found as 80%.

12. Experimental Results:

![Experimental results](image)

Fig. 3: result of image retrieval process (query image = ‘BUS category ’)
Fig. 4: result of image retrieval process (query image = ‘TRAIN category ’)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATASET</th>
<th>PRECISION</th>
<th>RECALL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bus</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Train</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buildings</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rose</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above fig.3 shows the result of the image retrieval using the feature set, when a query image of ‘BUS’ category is submitted to the system.

- Total no. of images retrieved, \( T \) = 10
- No. of relevant images retrieved, \( A \) = 5
- No. of non-relevant images retrieved, \( B \) = 5
- Precision = 0.5
- Recall = 0.5

13. Conclusion:

In this paper, content based image retrieval is done using hash codes. The Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method has high accuracy. The result of precision and recall are shown in Table.1. The query image and retrieved results are closely matched with corresponding accuracy to 80%. Ever-changing Image database like Internet may dramatically increase retrieval time and slowly retrieve images. CBIR using Perceptual hashing overcomes these problems and retrieve images faster. Content-based Image Retrieval is an emerging technique but the application of CBIR is yet to attain advancement.
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